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From train and rail pass skills to strategies for visiting open-air folk museums, who else but Rick

Steves teaches travelers the skills they really need when traveling through Europe? Most

guidebooks don't address the needs of travelers with limited mobility, but Rick Steves believes in

comfortable and successful travel for everyone.Rick Stevesâ€™ Easy Access Europe focuses on

Amsterdam, Bruges, London, Paris, and the Rhine. It provides tips on getting around easily whether

you're in a wheelchair or just need to walk slowly. Americaâ€™s top authority on travel to Europe,

Rick Steves has done the legwork, discovered the secrets, and made the mistakes &#151; so

travelers don't have to. Completely revised and updated, Rickâ€™s time-tested recommendations

for safe and enjoyable travel in Europe have been used by millions of Americans in search of their

own unique European travel experience.His tips include: accessibility ratings for all sights, hotels,

and restaurants, dependable recommendations for traveling on a budget, roll or stroll tours of

historic neighborhoods, and advice from other travelers with physical challenges. Smart ideas are

offered on everything from social etiquette to booking a hotel and ordering food. This book is an

essential item on any European travelerâ€™s checklist.
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This book is helping me plan a trip to Europe with my Aunt, who is a great travel companion, but

doesn't quite have the physical stamina of years past. I like the accessibility codes, and

recomendations for "easy access" Euro cities. My Aunt likes the larger type. Really a useful book.



This book was excellent and a huge help in terms of links tio places to find additional information for

those with mobility issues, the ONLY improvement I could see is if there were an updated version

since this is 8 years old now, and would also love to see some additional cities in Europe not

included like Switzerland and Italy for instance

Rick's books are like bibles for the traveler. Wherever we travel to we see people packing them and

using them as a reference.So well written with such great practical information. I wouldn't leave

home without it. This book is a great overview for Europe.

This book is great! It helped us to know where to go at each location in order to find accessible

entrances and special rates. It made our vacation a real success. London was especially accessible

and the people were very helpful. There are family bathrooms everywhere in London. Paris was a

little more difficult but still nice.

Since I am going to Italy, I thought this book would be most helpful. As it is, it only covers a few

cities in Europe anddoes not include Italy. It does not tell you that when ordering. So buyer,

bewareJoan

Rick Steves books and programs are always good. And this is no disappointment. Great ideas for

the traveler with limitations. Hope to use some of the ideas he suggests, in the near future. Great

book!

it's good to see someone spend the time to bring out a book for travelling in europe for people with

limited mobility, but this book has only London, paris, belgium, amsterdam and a little of germany.

so it's not really easy access europe is it. where is the rest of the europe, etc Spain, italy, austria

etc? can be improved...

This book was very helpful in making my first trip to Europe enjoyable and accessible.
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